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The website of the Dutch municipality of Tytsjerksteradiel has a list of birthplaces of some  
well-known residents who originate from this municipality. One of them is a certain top model, 
an up-and-coming actress and ambassador of the Frisian language. Our celebrity is so to say 
‘born and bred’ in the Frisian woodland area, where everything has an incomparable beauty.  
 
The Frisian equivalent of the phrase ‘to be born and bred somewhere’ is hikke en tein wêze yn.  
It is a frequently used phrase with 23.000 hits on Google. Of course, the number of hits on  
Google-search has to be taken with a pinch of salt, and a closer look on the results shows the 
number of 600. That is a lot of hits for a Frisian phrase on the internet. The expression may be as 
well-known as Doutzen Kroes is, but the separate elements hikke and tein are somehow obscure, 
even for native speakers of Frisian. Therefore, let's take a closer look on both of them and see 
what the origin is of hikke en tein.   
 
The first part of the expression, hikke, is the past participle of hikje. It is an intransitive verb that 
has become rather obsolete. The principal meaning of hikje is ‘to jolt, to emerge from (the egg)’. 
Hikje has cognates in German, English and in the Scandinavian languages. The German 
equivalent is hecken, an intransitive verb which means ‘to brood, to cub’. The English equivalent 
is to hatch,  which means ‘to bring forth (young) from the egg’, or ‘to cause young to emerge 
from (the egg) as by brooding or incubating’, both with an object. Without an object its meaning 
is ‘to brood’. 
 
In both German and English, the meaning is related to the concept of ‘to beget offspring’.  
A seventeenth-century sample of the use of the Frisian phrase can be found in the poetry of 
Gysbert Japiks. He has used the verb hikje in his rhymed version of psalm one thirty nine: 

‘Mijn bient’ wier naet uwt Jon eag-micke, / Da ’k ijn ’t oerschuwll teyn’ wirde’ in hicke’ 
(‘my substance was not hid from thee, when I was made in secret, and curiously wrought in 
the lowest parts of the earth.’)  

We may conclude that it is likely that in this psalm, hikke can have the meaning ‘to procreate or 
to generate (offspring)’. 
 
The second part of the Frisian expression, the past participle tein, is derived from the verb tsjen. 
This is a verb that is more frequent than hikje and means ‘to go, to move’ and ‘to pull’. The Old 
Frisian forms of the verb are tiâ and tiân. The principal meaning of Old Frisian  tiân is also ‘to 
pull’, but it also has the meaning ‘to bring up, to raise’. The German cognate ziehen and its 
derivation erziehen, can also be connected with the verb tsjen.  
Tein in the phrase hikke en tein, today has the meaning ‘to be brought up’. That is the same 
meaning as Dutch getogen, which is the past participle of the verbs tijgen and tien. Tijgen means 
‘to pull’ and tien means ‘to bring up, to raise’.  
 
There is another meaning of the verb tsjen, which can be connected to the phrase hikke en tein. 
As we have seen, tein is the past participle of tsjen. This verb is also used for the concept ‘to 
generate, to procreate offspring’ and ‘to cover, to mate’, especially referring to cattle and sheep. 
For instance in the following examples, taken from the Dictionary of the Frisian Language:  



$ Sa krigen wy goed jongfee, troch in goed bolle tein (We got good young stock, sired by a 
by a bull of good quality). (Scheltema)   

$ Dy ko moat tein wurde (the cow should be covererd). (Salverda).  
 
In this view, both hikke and tein would have the same meaning: ‘to generate, to procreate’. That 
would explain the use of tein en hikke in the above-mentioned psalm of Gysbert Japiks. His 
rhymed version of psalm one thirty nine is taken from the biblical text of this psalm. In the 
Contemporary English Version, verse fifteen says:  ‘I was secretly woven together deep in the 
earth below.’ The phrase ‘woven together’ refers to the psalmists' conception and formation, and 
they are poetically expressed in two words by Gysbert Japiks in the expression  teyn’ ... in hicke. 
 
In conclusion we can say that there is no doubt that today the phrase hikke en tein yn ... is 
interpreted as ‘born and raised in ...’. The complement that follows the expression always refers 
to the place where one came in the world and has spent their youth. But in the second and maybe 
the original interpretation of this phrase, it is uncertain if it actually refers to the place where one 
is hikke en tein. 
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